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This affordable kit includes everything needed by beginners to master the age-old art of

paperfolding. â€¢ 3 great starter books â€¢ 55 fun-to-do projectsâ€¢ Over 1,000 easy-to-follow

illustrationsâ€¢ 96 sheets of authentic origami paper in traditional vibrant hues, rainbow patterns,

and metallic colored foils
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I have always liked Origami, and I purchased this set to share that art & hobby with my nieces. I like

this set and that it comes with a selection of papers to use for folding the various shapes. This

includes regular paper in a rainbow of different colors, regular paper with a sort of "kaleidoscope"

pattern in several color combinations, and a few different colors of metallic (foil on one side) paper.

There are about four (4) sheets of each paper.There are a couple of things I want to share with

anyone looking to purchase this item. First, be sure that you take a look at what books are included

in this set. When I ordered this set I also ordered another book called "Easy Origami". If I had

checked I might have seen that this set already includes that book, but I just gave the extra copy to

my sister to take home. Also they call this set "Origami for Beginners", however the other two books

"Birds in Origami" and "Favorite Animals in Origami" would actually be more for intermediate paper



folders, in my opinion. As I said, I like this set, but that's just something to be aware of if you plan to

purchase this.

This is a super way to get started on origami! EVERYTHING, and I mean absolutely EVERYTHING

that you need is right here to get your origami experience going!There are three starter books that

are ultra-clear in their explanations, with more than 50 projects. You also get a pretty good-sized

assortment of papers in great colors and vibrant patterns. The papers include metallic foils!The

instructions and illustrations (there are tons of pictures) will allow you to teach yourself this terrific

craft in no time. You'd never believe that you could learn it so quickly!Beginners of every age will

love it.

My 8 yrs old daughter likes it a lot. excellent to enjoy with whole family. it has 3 books one of them

its very easy to follow, the others are a little bit more difficult. excellent for beginners. over 50

figures!!! the paper is fine

I bought this kit having never done origami before in my life. I wanted to learn, so I figured a

beginners' kit would be the place to start. This kit comes with three books and a pack of paper. The

paper is great - lots of colors, and plenty of sheets - and the "Easy Origami" book that is inside was

definitely helpful for learning, although it takes some experimentation as it lacks photos of exactly

what some of the folds are. The other two books that come in the kit are Origami Animals and

Origami Birds; I found these designs quite challenging for a true beginner. I was only able to

complete about three of the birds before I was in over my head (and the folds started getting so tiny

I wasn't able to continue making them neatly); I didn't even try any of the animals once I looked over

the designs.Overall, I would say this is a good kit for beginners, I just wish that they had included

books with a better curve for difficulty of designs, rather than going from "easily done by beginners"

to "whoa, this is hard!"

My 10 year old daughter loves orgami and is enjoying this kit. There are many projects and papers

to choose from. The instructions are clear and easy to follow. The kit was reasonably priced too.

I purchased this kit for my 8-yr old who is very interested in origami. He loves it but some of the

patterns get difficult near the end. I even couldn't understand some of the folds. I suggest that

children start out on the easy folds so they do not get discouraged.WV Mom



Liked the book and it's a good start for beginners. Pictures are explicative and papers are fine.The

birds book is a little complicate to follow.

This is an excellent product for an origami beginner. The instructions and diagrams are very easy to

understand. A wide range of easy-to-make items are included in 3 books.
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